Name _______________________________________ Date ____________________ Period __________
Part Two – Comparison of Play and Movie versions of “A Christmas Carol” (34:11)
1. What type of a warehouse does Fezziwig own in which Scrooge is an apprentice? _______________.
2. Unlike the play, we meet _____________, Scrooge’s love, for first time at Fezziwig’s party.
3. When Belle meets Scrooge to break their “contract,” did you notice something about her dress?
_________________________________________________________________________________
4. We discover that Belle has ______________________________________________________which
is not mentioned in the play.
5. To end the scene with the Ghost of Christmas Past, in the movie we watch Scrooge place a _______
over the spirit to cover its light, and then we see him wrestling with his bedroom _______________.
6. The second spirit appears at ________ o’clock.
7. We do not witness the Ghost of Christmas Present sprinkle ________________ onto the people to
make them happy in the movie. Instead when asked if his torch has special powers, he replied yes.
8. Listen carefully and once again you will hear Fred’s last name. It’s ___________________________.
9. Notice something unusual regarding the potatoes which were served for the Cratchit meal? ______
_________________________________________________________________________________.
10. What word game do they play at Fred’s party? __________________________________________.
11. While the partygoers are playing their word game, listening carefully and you will hear the name of
Fred’s wife, which is ______________________. Of course, her name was never mentioned in the
play.
12. The scene where Present takes Scrooge to witness the meal with the poor family was not in the
script. Why does the wife say she does not want to go to the parish poorhouse?_______________
_______________________________________________________________________________
13. The phantom ghost (Ghost of Yet-to-Come) cannot speak, but in the movie it makes a _________
________________________________ sound as if it were to speak.
14. Unlike in the play, the phantom takes Scrooge to his own _______________________. A dead body
is lying on the bed; Scrooge refuses to check to see who the dead body belongs to.
15. Scrooge does not fully realize that he is witnessing the shadows of his own ______________, which
was to occur that very evening. (1:13)

